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Abstract 
This article, firstly, categorizes aircraft’s presented area in a particular hit aspect into non-vulnerable region, non-overlapping 
vulnerable region and overlapping vulnerable region. Then, the aircraft’s unique existing states are divided into kill states, inter-
mediate states and no kill states. The parameters pertinent to aircraft’s existing states in the above-mentioned regions are ana-
lyzed by using the shot line scanning method. Finally, the method provides two kinds of shot line geometric descriptive data: 
ķ component’s vulnerable area and presented area in each region, which can be used to calculate the component’s single-hit 
vulnerability and ĸ aircraft’s unique existing states and the areas corresponding to each state, which can be used to calculate the 
aircraft’s single-hit and multi-hit vulnerability. Examples show that the proposed method can provide the parameters of the air-
craft’s or its component’s area under threat being hit through tracing the shot line path thereby enabling the vulnerability calcu-
lated results to conform with reality to larger extent. In addition, the method solves the generality problem in dealing with over-
lapping components. 
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1. Introduction1 
The procedure for aircraft vulnerability assessment 
consists of two basic steps[1]. One is to calculate the 
interaction information and parameters of the aircraft 
under threat being hit through the shot line geometric 
description. The other is to calculate the aircraft’s or its 
components’ single-hit and multi-hit vulnerability by 
using the geometric descriptive data. There are two 
typical geometric description programs, BRL_CAD 
and FASTGEN[2], which can provide the detailed 
geometric descriptive data of an aircraft or a component 
under threat being hit by each shot line including 
component name, component thickness, component 
material, shielding or masking relationship among 
components, distance between components and obli- 
quity of shot line with respect to the component surface, 
etc. By accumulating the shot lines on an aircraft or a 
component, the aircraft/component’s presented area 
could be found. BRL_CAD and FASTGEN programs 
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are of preprocessing ones, which are used as inputs to 
prepare the aircraft shot line description for 
vulnerability calculation in the software like COV- 
ART[2]. Ref.[1] pointed out that providing shot line 
descriptions proves a laborous task that involves such a 
multitude of item-by-item listing data as only highly 
qualified professionals could analyze. 
In addition to the above-cited two programs, lots of 
researchers have devoted themselves to the study of 
aircraft/component’s geometrically presented and over- 
lap areas calculation[3-5] and interfaces between CAD 
model and geometric description[6], etc. Ref.[3] pro- 
posed a method for calculating the aircraft’s presented 
areas and component’s presented or overlap areas based 
on the inclusion-exclusion principle. This method was 
demonstrated to be successfully used to calculate the 
presented area of a certain fighter, which showed 
enough accuracy though, the computation should be 
revised when the number of overlapping components 
increases, for example, upwards of five. Ref.[4] put 
forward the vertical shot line method for calculating the 
aircraft/component’s presented or overlap areas. The 
computational results evidenced that the accuracy is 
improved with the scanning step decreasing. However, 
this method fits only for convex polyhedron shaped 
components because the data is obtained through the 
interaction algorithm of shot lines with component’s 
projected boundaries. Ref.[5] determined the forward 
surface or backward surface with the normal vector 
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method when calculating aircraft/ component’s pre-
sented or overlap areas. This has found limited applica-
tions in dealing with concave geometric components. 
The above review shows that there exist at least two 
shortcomings in traditional geometric description me- 
thods for aircraft vulnerability calculation. One is 
lacking generality in tackling overlapping components. 
The other is what the traditional geometric description 
methods could provide is always limited to the geomet-
rically presented or overlap area of aircraft/components’ 
without the ability to trace the shot lines and acquire 
their motion parameters. In fact, the aircraft/components’ 
geometrically presented or overlap area does not carry 
much weight in vulnerability assessment. When an 
airplane actually encounters a threat, only a part of its 
components are under threat being hit because the 
other part of components are shielded or masked. 
Therefore, only the areas under threat being hit can be 
viewed as the real presented areas. Ref.[7] held the 
analogous idea. All in all, what the geometric descrip-
tion computation is closely correlated to is the threat 
rather than the geometrical presented or overlap area. 
This article proposes a shot line geometric descrip-
tion method for aircraft’s single-hit and multi-hit vul-
nerability calculation, which, apart from overcoming 
the above-said weaknesses, provides a simpler data 
format than that by FASTGEN. The provided geome- 
tric description data inclusive of the necessary informa-
tion for aircraft vulnerability calculation are easy to use 
in analysis. 
2. Shot Line Geometric Description 
Fig.1 shows the flow chart of preparing the shot line 
geometric description data. The general procedure can 
be described as follows: 
(1) Lay out a planar network of grids on the aircraft/ 
components’ projective drawing and randomly generate 
a shot line in each grid cell. 
(2) For the shot line j: 
ķ Determine whether the shot line hits the aircraft 
or a non-critical component. If so, go to step ĸ. If a 
critical component is hit, calculate the pk/h, which is the 
component kill probability given a hit on that compo-
nent, according to threat obliquity, mass and velocity. 
For empirical calculation of pk/h, refer to Ref.[7].  
ĸ Calculate the threat residual mass, velocity, size 
and direction after penetrating through or ricocheting 
off the aircraft or components.  
Ĺ Repeat steps ķ-ĸ until the mass or velocity of 
the shot line approaches nearly zero or it fails to hit the 
aircraft or components.  
(3) Calculate the shot line geometric description data 
for the shot line j.  
(4) Calculate all aircraft shot line geometric descrip-
tion data.  
The following presents details of the flow chart. 
 
 
Fig.1  Flow chart of geometric description data calculation. 
2.1. Preparation of aircraft/component model 
The original geometric model of an aircraft or a cer-
tain component is established through approximation of 
flat quadrilateral elements, which can be performed by 
means of the finite element mesh software like 
MSC/PATRAN. The information from an aircraft geo-
metric model includes node number of each finite 
quadrangular element, node coordinates, element 
thickness and element material, etc. The information 
from a component model includes, apart from the same 
items in an aircraft model, indexes of component criti-
cality (1 for critical components and 0 for non-critical 
components), component’s killing modes such as pene-
tration, burning or explosion, etc., component redun-
dancy or non-redundancy relationship which could be 
expressed by the minimal cut sets, etc. For details, refer 
to Ref.[8]. 
2.2. Generation of shot lines 
The generation of shot lines is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2  Generation of shot lines.  
Let xmax and xmin be the maximum and minmum 
x-coordinate, ymax and ymin the maximum and minmum 
y-coordinate of the aircraft/components’ projection. 
Use four straight lines—x = xmax, x = xmin, y = ymax and 
y = ymin—to form a rectangle, on which is superim-
posed a network of grids with each cell grid w long and 
h high. Put the rectangle over the quadrilateral element 
model of an aircraft or components. Generate one shot 
line in each grid cell and let the total number of shot 
lines be N. 
2.3. Determine whether shot line hits aircraft or com-
ponents 
The question whether a shot line hits a certain quad-
rilateral element of an aircraft or a component depends 
on whether the intersection point of a shot line with the 
aircraft of the quadrilateral element is inside the quad-
rilateral element. Since the quadrilateral element is a 
convex polygon, the question whether the intersection 
point is inside the convex polygon may be solved with 
the following proposition. 
Let A = a1a2…ak be a convex polygon; then the point 
P outside A must satisfy[9]  
S(Pa1a2Pa2a3…Pak1akPaka1)  S(A)   (1)  
where Pai ai+1(1 i k, ak+1= a1) is a triangle and S an 
area. 
2.4. Penetration and ricochet equations 
JTCG/ME penetration equations used to calculate the 
threat actual path[10] are empirical formulas derived on 
the basis of large amount of on-the-spot vulnerability 
tests for predicting the threat change of motion state 
after hitting plates made of different materials. Next are 
cited fragments as an instance to illustrate calculating 
the change of motion state. The ballistic limit V50 is 
calculated by[10] 
ff pf f pf
50 bf
0
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where Cbf, bf, h and f are the ballistic limit constants; 
f  the specific weight of a fragment; T the element 
thickness along a line perpendicular to the element; Apf 
the effective presented area of a fragment; W the 
weight of a fragment; W0 the reference weight of scal-
ing factors, W0 = 6.48 g; and  the obliquity of a frag-
ment path with respect to the element measured from 
the inward drawn normal to the element. Note that the 
fragment penetrates through if v > v50 and ricochets off 
if v  v50. 
The residual velocity vr after penetration is calcu-
lated by 
2 2
r 50 4/ (1 )v v v Q             (3) 
where Q4 = f p ( cos )A T W  . The exit speed vrr and the 
obliquity  rr of the fragment after ricochet are ex-
pressed by Eqs.(4)-(5). 
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where J, m, b and K2 are the dimensionless constants of 
the aircraft/components’ element material; Ef and f the 
elastic modules and ultimate strength of the fragment 
material respectively; g is the acceleration of gravity; 
and Q1 the ratio of element thickness to fragment’s 
transverse dimension. If a < b, the exponential term in 
Eq.(5) equals 1.0. 
2.5. Analysis of unique existing states 
The aircraft is assumed to be in s+2 unique states. 
The first is called kill state, which refers to the state, in 
which the aircraft is destined to be killed, that is to say, 
any non-redundant component or any set of redundant 
components are killed. The second is called no kill state 
which refers to the state where none of critical compo-
nents is killed. The remaining s states refer to the states 
of the redundant vulnerable components and the com-
bination of states exclusive of kill state and no kill state. 
The s states are termed intermediate states. Regardless 
of whatever component, overlapping or not, aircraft 
under threat being hit must be in one of the following 
three states: kill state, no kill state, and intermediate 
state. For simplicity, the aircraft projective areas can be 
categorized into three regions (see Fig.3): non-vul-
nerable region, non-overlapping vulnerable region and 
overlapping vulnerable region. Next will be separately 
 
Fig.3  Division of aircraft projective area. 
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introduced the methods to analyze the aircraft unique 
existing states in these three regions. 
(1) Non-vulnerable region 
This region contains no vulnerable components, so 
the grid cell hit by a shot line will produce only one 
existing state, no kill state. The area corresponding to 
this state is the grid cell area wh. 
(2) Non-overlapping vulnerable region 
In this region, the aircraft’s existing state produced 
by a shot line in a grid cell depends on whether the 
component being hit is redundant or non-redundant. 
Assuming that the shot line hits the component i, then 
the method to analyze aircraft existing state is shown in 
Table 1, where pk/h,i denotes the probability of kill given 
a hit on component i. 
Table 1 Aircraft existing state analysis method in non- 
overlapping vulnerable region 
Component Existing state Corresponding area 
Intermediate state wh pk/h,i 
Redundant 
No kill state wh(1pk/h,i) 
Kill state wh pk/h,i Non-redundant 
No kill state wh(1pk/h,i) 
 
(3) Overlapping vulnerable region 
In this region, the shot line generated in one grid cell 
is in position to hit several critical components succes-
sively because of penetration or ricochet which implies 
those components overlap with each other. For this case, 
the vulnerable area decomposition method can be used 
to analyze the aircraft existing state[11]. This method 
includes three steps: ķ list all the aircraft existing 
states according to the combinations of the redundant 
components in the overlapping region; ĸ  identify 
each kill state and merge the same states; Ĺ calculate 
the vulnerable areas occupied by the different states. 
2.6. Stop criteria for each shot line 
This article puts forward two stop criteria. The shot 
line will stop when either of them is met. 
(1) The residual velocity or mass of a threat attenu-
ates to zero or an infinitesimal;  
(2) The shot line fails to intersect any aircraft/ com-
ponents’ element. 
2.7. Shot line geometric description data 
This article provides two kinds of shot line geometric 
description data: ķ component’s vulnerable area and 
presented area in each non-overlapping or overlapping 
region, which can be used to calculate the component 
single-hit vulnerability; ĸ aircraft’s unique existing 
states and the area corresponding to each state, which 
can be used to calculate the aircraft’s single-hit and 
multi-hit vulnerability. 
(1) Component’s vulnerable/presented area 
Eqs.(7)-(8) define the aircraft’s presented area AP and 
the component’s presented area respectively. Here, AP,i 
is the presented area of component i, P the amount of 
shot lines that hit the aircraft surface and Qi the amount 
of shot lines that hit the surface of the component i. 
P
1
( )
P
j
A wh

                (7) 
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j
A wh

               (8) 
The component’s vulnerable area is 
V, k/h,
1
( )
iQ
i i j
j
A whp

             (9) 
where AV,i is the vulnerable area of the component i and 
pk/h,ij the probability of kill given the hit of the shot line 
j on the component i. It should be pointed out that 
Eqs.(8)-(9) could be used to calculate the component’s 
presented area and vunerable area in each non-over-
lapping or overlapping region. 
(2) Aircraft unique existing states and their corres- 
ponding areas 
The aircraft unique existing states and their corre-
sponding areas can be obtained by linearly summing up 
the existing states and their corresponding areas under 
threat being hit on the cell in the three regionsünon- 
vulnerable region, non-overlapping vulnerable region 
and overlapping vulnerable region (see Fig.4). 
 
Fig.4  Aircraft unique existing states analysis in an aircraft 
presented area. 
3. Examples 
3.1. Example 1 
This example is meant to illustrate the method to 
analyze aircraft unique existing states in the grid cell 
under threat being hit by one shot line. Assume that an 
aircraft has only two mutually redundant components, u 
and v. In the given threat aspect, v shields u in part. 
Also, assume that the shot line penetrates completely 
through the component. For the threat under considera-
tion, let pk/h,u = 1.0 and pk/h,v = 0.4 in the non-overlap- 
ping region. In the overlapping region, pk/h,u = 0.2. As 
shown in Fig.5, the aircraft presented area is divided 
into four regions: non-overlapping vulnerable region 1 
with only one component u, non-overlapping vulner-
able region 2 with only one component v, overlapping 
vulnerable region with u-shielded v and non-vulnerable 
region without critical component at all. 
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Fig.5  An example for aircraft unique existing states analysis. 
Table 2 lists the aircraft unique existing states and 
their corresponding areas under threat being hit by 
four typical shot lines 1-4. After calculating the ex-
isting states and their corresponding areas hit by 
each shot line in the presented area, the aircraft’s 
total existing states and their corresponding areas 
can be obtained. 
Table 2 Aircraft existing state analysis 
Shot line Unique existing states Corresponding area/cm2 
Only component u killed
˄intermediate state˅ 251.0 = 25.0 1 
No kill state 25 (1.01.0) = 0 
Only component v killed
˄intermediate state˅ 250.4 = 10.0 2 
No kill state 25 (1.00.4) = 15.0 
Only component u killed
˄intermediate state˅ 250.2 (10.4) = 3.0 
Only component v killed
˄intermediate state˅ 250.4 (10.2) = 8.0 
Components u and v both 
killed˄kill state˅ 250.20.4 = 2.0 
3 
No kill state 25(1.00.2)(1.00.4)=12.0
4 No kill state 25.0 
3.2. Example 2 
This example is meant to present the format of air-
craft shot line geometric description dada. Fig.6 shows 
the aircraft which has 87 non-critical components and 4 
critical components. The critical components include 
fuel tank (c2), pilot (e1), left engine (b3) and right en-
gine (b4), where c2 and e1 are non-redundant while both 
engines mutually redundant. Assume that a 6.5 g frag-
ment traveling along parallel shot lines hits the aircraft 
at the speed of 1 800 m/s in the threat aspect of 0 
 
Fig.6  An example showing aircraft geometric description. 
elevation angle and 45 azimuth angle. Fig.7 shows the 
shot line geometric description data calculated with the 
proposed method. 
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
33.377 499 
c2 
b4 
b4>c2 
b3 
b3>b4 
e1 
   
  0.008 226 
  0.835 826 
  0.009 304 
  1.240 259 
  0.227 409 
  0.453 881 
29.894 999 
 
0.542 500 
0.915 000 
0.000 076 
1.260 000 
0.102 521 
0.527 500 
 
 
 
0.010 000
 
0.227 500
(a) 
Existing states              Corresponding areas 
 
Kill state                       0.564 663 
Only component b4 killed         0.845 100 
Only component b3 killed         1.365 188 
No kill state                   30.602 548 
(b) 
Fig.7  Aircraft shot line geometric description data format. 
(1) Explanation for shot line geometric description 
data format 
Fig.7(a) shows the component vulnerable area (m2) 
and presented area (m2) in each region. The information 
in the first line includes the number of region in the 
presented area and the aircraft’s presented area in the 
aspect under consideration. The information in the last 
line includes code of the non-vulnerable region and the 
corresponding area. The information in the other lines 
includes the code of vulnerable region, component code 
with sign “>” denoting the shielding relationship be-
tween components, vulnerable area of each component, 
and region’s presented area. For example, the fourth 
line: “3 b4>c2 0.009 304  0.000 076  0.010 000” im-
plies that, in the vulnerable region 3, where component 
b4 shields component c2, the vulnerable area of com-
ponent b4 amounts to 0.009 304 m2 and that of compo-
nent c2 0.000 076 m2 and the presented area of overlap-
ping region 0.010 000 m2. The data in the fourth line 
indicate the overlapping that has happened between 
components b4 and c2, which is caused by ricochet 
rather than geometric overlapping. This implies that the 
proposed method is able to acquire the parameters of 
areas under threat being hit by shot line tracing the 
threat motion path. 
Fig.7(b) shows the aircraft existing states and their 
corresponding areas. It can be observed that aircraft is 
always in one of four unique existing states: kill state, 
b4-killed state, b3-killed state and no kill state. Of them, 
the middle two belong to intermediate states. Next will 
be shown the calculated results of the component’s 
single-hit vulnerability, aircraft’s single-hit and multi- 
hit vulnerability by using the above shot line geometric 
description data. 
(2) Component’s single-hit vulnerability 
Using the data in Fig.7(a), the component’s vulner-
able or presented area can be found by simply summing 
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up the component’s vulnerable or presented area in 
each vulnerable region (see Table 3). 
  (3) Aircraft’s single-hit vulnerability 
Using the data in Fig.7(b), it can be found that the 
aircraft’s single-hit vulnerable area AV equals to 
0.564 663 m2, which is the area of the kill state. The 
aircraft’s kill probability under threat being hit on air-
craft is 
pK/H = AV/AP = 0.564 663/33.377 499 = 0.016 917 5 
In addition, the aircraft’s equivalent singly vulner-
able area AVE is 1.153 218 m2 from the Monte Carlo 
simulation method[11]. 
  (4) Aircraft’s multi-hit vulnerability 
 
Using the data in Fig.7(b), the cumulative kill pro- 
bability pK against hit number M can be plotted in Fig.8, 
which is calculated with Markov chain method[12]. 
 
Fig.8  Kill probability pK against hit number M. 
Table 3  Comparison of component’s vulnerability
Component 
code b3 b4 c2 e1 
Vulnerable 
area /m2 1.240 259+0.227 409=1.467 668 0.835 826+0.009 304+0.102 521=0.947 651 0.008 226+0.000 076=0.008 302 0.453 881
Presented 
area /m2 1.260 000+0.227 500=1.487 500 0.915 000+0.010 000+0.227 500=1.152 500 0.542 500+0.010 000=0.552 500 0.527 500
 
(5) Discussion 
From the data in Fig.7 and the aircraft/components’ 
vulnerability calculated results, it is clear that the pro-
posed shot line geometric description method has the 
following features:  
ķ By using the FASTGEN program with detailed 
information of each shot line, the proposed method, 
through tracing the shot line path, could convert inter-
mediate results, such as component thickness, compo-
nent material, distance between components and obliq-
uity of shot line relative to component surface, etc. into 
aircraft/components’ area parameters. Hence, the 
amount of the data is considerably reduced in com-
parison with that provided by FASTGEN; 
ĸ While providing the data necessary for aircraft 
vulnerability calculation, the proposed method inte-
grates parts of functions of FASTGEN and COVART to 
render the shot line geometric description data simpler 
than that provided by FASTGEN. That is so, the shot 
line geometric description data is easy to use in ana-
lyzing.  
Ĺ  By tracing the shot line path, the proposed 
method uses the areas under threat being hit as vulner-
ability inputs in place of the traditional geometrically 
projective areas, which makes vulnerability calculation 
more conformable to reality. 
ĺ Independent of BRL_CAD, FASTGEN or CO-
VART, the proposed method allows analysts to use the 
provided shot line geometric description data to calcu-
late the cumulative kill probability of an aircraft that 
might have overlapping components, or calculate the 
aircraft equivalent singly vulnerable area, etc. 
4. Conclusions 
This article proposes a method to provide shot line 
geometric description data for calculation of aircraft/ 
components’ single-hit and multi-hit vulnerability. The 
data it produces contains two kinds: ķ a component’s 
vulnerable area and presented area in each vulnerable 
or non-vulnerable region, which can be used to calculate 
the component’s single-hit vulnerability, and ĸ  air-
craft’s unique existing states and the areas of each state, 
which can be used to calculate the aircraft’s single-hit 
and multi-hit vulnerability. Examples show that, by 
tracing the shot line path, the proposed method with the 
areas under threat being hit as inputs in place of the 
traditional geometrical projective areas makes vulner-
ability calculation more conformable to reality. In addi-
tion, the method is helpful for solving the generality 
problem in tackling overlapping components. Moreover, 
the method is independent of the commonly used 
vulnerability analysis programs, such as BRL_ CAD, 
FASTGEN or COVART. Be it ever so simple and easy 
to use in analysis, the provided data format includes the 
information necessary for aircraft’s vulnerability calcu-
lation. 
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